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Wave and smile
Computer voice:
Closed-circuit television (or CCTV) is the use of video cameras to transmit a
signal to a specific place, on a limited set of monitors
Vocoder voice:
Just wave and smile
Computer voice:
Every step you take - somebody is watching you

Behind your back
Vocoder voice:
Behind your back – they’re behind your back

Blue desert
The dancers are gone – the dancers are gone –and blue is the desert
The dancers are gone – the dancers are gone –and blue is the desert
The dancers are gone

The Wind
Cold is the wind
I hear the voices
Gone with the wind
Like dust
Cold like the wind
It makes no difference
Whether I doubt or trust
There's no other way tonight
There's no other place tonight
There's no shining light to be seen
I've got no words to say
Out on the sea and far away
There is no land to be seen
Cold is the wind
If there's no tomorrow
Then there's no more promise to keep

What's your name?
What's your name?
Where do you come from?
What are you looking for?
What are you trying to find?
You won't find me
You won't find anything
I'm just a stranger
A stranger to myself
I'm here on the stage
Hiding from the world
In the spotlight
But you don't know me
Nobody knows me

Is there a crack in the clouds?
Is there a reason?
Is there a rhyme?
I'm looking for sunshine
I've been looking for sunshine
All of the time
I can see a light
At the end of the tunnel
But I want to be shure
That it's not a train
What's your name?
Born again
Coming out
At the end of the tunnel
Seeing the light again
Feels like I'm born again
Born again
A different man

